In its seventh year, the Student Case Competition is a capstone event for IFAMA, offering students a rare venue to demonstrate their analytical and problem solving skills before a panel of senior management judges. It also gives universities an opportunity to showcase the next generation of business leaders.

The competition began on Saturday, June 9th. Seventeen teams were given a “real world” case in which they had five hours to analyze the problem, formulate a solution and develop a presentation. Each team submitted their presentations on Saturday but delivered the oral presentations to the judges in a Preliminary Round which occurred on Sunday, June 10th.

Three teams were selected to advance to the final phase of competition which occurs on Tuesday, June 12, 2012, 2:00-3:30PM. The advancing teams are given a second opportunity to make their presentations to a different set of judges and attending Symposium participants. The winners will be announced during the Welcome Reception.

### 2012 Student Case Competition Teams

- InHolland University - The Netherlands
- Inner Mongolia University - China
- Kansas State University - USA
- Lincoln University - New Zealand
- Lucknow University - India
- Massey University - New Zealand
- Nanjing Agricultural University 1 - China
- Nanjing Agricultural University 2 - China
- New Mexico State University - USA
- Purdue University - USA
- South China Agricultural University - China
- Texas A&M University - USA
- University of Guelph 1 - Canada
- University of Guelph 2 - Canada
- University of Hawaii - USA
- University of Illinois-Mixed Team - USA

### 2012 Student Case Competition SPONSORS

![Sponsors Logos]

IFAMA is hosting a Career Exposition for students on Tuesday June 12, 4:15-6:15PM. These elite companies will showcase career opportunities in for student attendees. Industry and academic professionals interested in meeting with the Human Resource vendors are invited to visit the booths between 11:15-12:30PM on Tuesday.

---

**Sponsor**

BMO Financial Group